Steelhammer: More war stories from lifelong civilians
Charleston Gazette - Feb 28, 2015
... the former Soviet Central Asian nation, publicity-shy over making an ... in Charleston, while the unit's C-130s droned across the Atlantic.

The Food Babe: Enemy of Chemicals
The Atlantic - Feb 12, 2015
She asks if Specter's work is "sponsored by the GMO movement" and if he is involved in publicity for Monsanto on behalf of Condé Nast ...

Harper Lee: The Sadness of a Sequel
The Atlantic - Feb 3, 2015
To a friend: "I wouldn't go through the pressure and publicity I went ... has insisted that her participation in her own publicity be mostly of a silent ...

The Dark Web Remains
The Atlantic - Feb 5, 2015
At the same time, however, the high-profile trial gave a lot of publicity to the dark web, and both the number of sites and the volume of people ...

Theater Review: 'Abundance' is a tragicomic look at Old ...
Press of Atlantic City - Mar 1, 2015
Shown in a publicity photo provided by Richard Hillman Public Relations are, from .... 9 Remaining Thanks for visiting The Press of Atlantic City.

What I Learned Trying to Write a Muslim-American Cop S...
The Atlantic - Feb 6, 2015
Four years later, I was trying to raise funds and generate publicity for the play's premiere in New York at the Nuyorican's Poets Cafe on ...

A.C. school board asks supervisors to return Sandy OT
Press of Atlantic City - Feb 25, 2015
Two supervisors must return to the Atlantic City school district a total of .... He said the tournament has brought positive national publicity to the ...

'Birdman' should benefit from best picture win
Press of Atlantic City - Feb 26, 2015
But all the Oscar publicity will give it a significant lift in the marketplace. "'Birdman' is the kind of movie that benefits most from this kind of ...
Blatstein drops by The Pier
Press of Atlantic City - Feb 24, 2015
... but if it’s always some issue and it’s always going to be bad publicity, ... The Caesars suit, filed in Atlantic County Superior Court, outlines a ...

In the age of niche media, everyone still really wants to be...
Gigaom - Feb 23, 2015
... like the New York Times and Washington Post and The Atlantic. ... get as much publicity, they are arguably better businesses in many ways.